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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a front structure
of an automotive vehicle, and in particular, relates to a
structure that comprises a bumper face, a bumper mesh,
and a vehicle body structure member that is provided
behind the bumper face.
[0002] A conventional front structure of an automotive
vehicle, in which a bumper face is comprised of an upper
portion and a lower portion and a bumper face lower re-
inforcing portion is provided behind the lower portion of
the bumper face, is known (Japanese Patent Laid-Open
Publication No. 2004-203158).
[0003] The bumper face lower reinforcing portion dis-
closed in the above-described patent publication may
prevent dragging of a pedestrian when the vehicle hits
the pedestrian (prevent legs of the pedestrian from being
dragged below the vehicle).
[0004] The above-described patent publication also
discloses a structure in which the bumper face lower re-
inforcing portion is connected to a cross member via an
under cover that covers a front lower face of the vehicle
to reduce a vehicle traveling resistance. Thereby, the
bumper face lower reinforcing portion may be supported
with a high rigidity, suppressing a weight increase, so the
prevention of dragging of the pedestrian at the vehicle
hitting the pedestrian may be improved.
[0005] Herein, the above-described under cover is a
member that is originally provided for the purpose of re-
ducing the vehicle traveling resistance, not for increasing
the rigidity of the vehicle lower body. Therefore, the ri-
gidity of the under cover may not be very high (strong).
[0006] Accordingly, the support strength of the bumper
face lower reinforcing portion connected via the under
cover may not be sufficient. Thus, there is a problem in
that the bumper face lower reinforcing portion moves
rearward at the vehicle hitting the pedestrian, so that the
bumper face lower reinforcing portion would not perform
the prevention of dragging of the pedestrian properly.
[0007] Further, since the structure disclosed in the
above-described patent publication may require the un-
der cover to support the bumper face lower reinforcing
portion, the number of parts of the structure would inev-
itably increase.
[0008] WO 2005/056344 A2 discloses a structural
member of a vehicle fender assembly extending in a lon-
gitudinal direction and having a cross-section designed
in such a way that its spring characteristics under a bend-
ing load in a direction substantially transverse to its lon-
gitudinal direction substantially matches a spring char-
acteristic of a part of the fender assembly that is adjacent
to the top side of the structural member.
[0009] Thus, according to an aspect, it is a problem to
provide a front structure which can improve a pedestrians
safety.
[0010] This object is solved by the front structure of an
automotive vehicle according to the present invention of
claim 1. Preferred embodiments of the present invention

are subject of the dependent claims.
[0011] According to the present invention, there is pro-
vided a front structure of an automotive vehicle, compris-
ing a bumper face including an upper portion and a lower
portion, an opening portion being formed between the
upper and lower portions, a vehicle body structure mem-
ber provided substantially behind said lower portion of
the bumper face, and a bumper mesh or grid including a
mesh or grid body that is located at or at least partly in
said opening portion of the bumper face, a bumper face
lower reinforcing portion that is located inside of said low-
er portion of the bumper face and (directly or indirectly)
connected to a lower end of said lower portion of the
bumper face, and an extension portion that extends sub-
stantially rearward from a lower end of the bumper face
lower reinforcing portion and is (directly or indirectly) con-
nected to said vehicle body structure member, wherein
there are provided front side frames that are provided at
both sides of a vehicle front so as to extend in a longitu-
dinal direction, and a sub frame that includes a sub frame
body portion, which is provided substantially behind the
lower portion of the bumper face and substantially below
the front side frames, extension portions, which extend
substantially forward from both-side front ends of the sub
frame body portion and have a rigidity that is greater than
that of the bumper mesh, and a beam portion, which is
located behind the bumper face lower reinforcing portion
so as to interconnect the extension portions and prefer-
ably have a rigidity that is greater than that of the bumper
mesh, and the sub frame is disposed in such a manner
that the beam portion thereof and the bumper face lower
reinforcing portion at least partly overlaps each other.
[0012] According to the above-described structure,
since the bumper face lower reinforcing portion is (pref-
erably directly) connected to the vehicle body structure,
the bumper mesh including the bumper face lower rein-
forcing portion can obtain a sufficient support rigidity. Ac-
cordingly, particularly the dragging of the pedestrian can
be surely prevented when the vehicle hits the pedestrian.
[0013] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the vehicle body structure member comprises
or is a lower portion of a shroud, and the extension portion
of the bumper mesh is connected to the lower portion of
the shroud. Thereby, the shroud can be properly used
as the vehicle body structure for providing the bumper
mesh with the sufficient support rigidity.
[0014] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the shroud includes an upper portion,
a side portion and the lower portion, and is at least partly
made from resin, at the lower portion of the shroud is
provided a heat-exchanger support portion that has a
section rigidity that is greater than that of any other portion
of the shroud, and the lower portion of the shroud, to
which the extension portion of the bumper mesh is con-
nected, is located near the heat-exchanger support por-
tion of the shroud. Thereby, the support rigidity of the
bumper mesh including the bumper face lower reinforc-
ing portion can be increased properly without adopting
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any particular reinforcing parts.
[0015] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the heat-exchanger support portion is
provided at both side portions of the lower portion of the
shroud, and the extension portion of the bumper mesh
is provided at both sides of the bumper mesh so as to
correspond to a connection portion to the lower portion
of the shroud near the heat-exchanger support portion
of the shroud. Thereby, since the extension portion of
the bumper mesh is connected to the lower portion of the
shroud via connection portions that are apart from each
other in the vehicle width direction, the support of the
bumper mesh including the bumper face lower reinforc-
ing portion can be made properly stable.
[0016] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the extension portion of the bumper
mesh is connected to a lower face of the lower portion
of the shroud, and at substantially a central portion of the
extension portion is provided a projection portion that
projects upward from the lower face of the lower portion
of the shroud and extends longitudinally. Thereby, since
the central portion of the extension portion can be rigidly
supported at the lower portion of the shroud via the pro-
jection portion at the vehicle hitting the pedestrian, the
prevention of dragging of the pedestrian can be further
improved.
[0017] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, at the lower portion of the shroud is
provided at least one protrusion portion that protrudes
substantially forward at a location above the lower face
of the lower portion of the shroud, and the projection por-
tion is connected to a lower face of the protrusion portion.
Thereby, both the support rigidity improvement of the
bumper mesh including the bumper face lower reinforc-
ing portion and the rigid support of the central portion of
the extension portion by the lower portion of the shroud
can be obtained.
[0018] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, at both-side portions of the extension
portion are provided guide portions for assembling that
substantially extend obliquely downward from behind the
connection portion to the lower portion of the shroud.
Thereby, the extension portion can be guided at a spec-
ified level of the vehicle front portion, namely to the lower
face of the lower portion of the shroud, by the guide por-
tions. Accordingly, assembling of the extension portion
to the lower portion of the shroud can be improved.
[0019] According to the present invention, there are
provided front side frames that are provided at both sides
of a vehicle front so as to extend in a longitudinal direction,
and a sub frame that includes a sub frame body portion,
which is provided substantially behind the lower portion
of the bumper face and substantially below the front side
frames, extension portions, which extend substantially
forward from both-side front ends of the sub frame body
portion and have a rigidity that is greater than that of the
bumper mesh, and a beam portion, which is located be-
hind the bumper face lower reinforcing portion so as to

interconnect the extension portions and preferably have
a rigidity that is greater than that of the bumper mesh,
and the sub frame is disposed in such a manner that the
beam portion thereof and the bumper face lower rein-
forcing portion at least partly overlaps each other. There-
by, the rearward impact (load) from the pedestrian at the
vehicle hitting the pedestrian is conveyed to the beam
portion via the reinforcing portion and an improperly large
rearward movement of the reinforcing portion can be pre-
vented by the beam portion located substantially behind.
Accordingly, the prevention of dragging of the pedestrian
can be further improved. Also, both the prevention of
dragging of the pedestrian and the impact energy ab-
sorption at a vehicle frontal crash can be improved at the
same time by the reinforcing portion, beam portion and
extension portion. Further, since the reinforcing portion
is formed so as to be integral with the mesh body and
separate from the sub frame, the reinforcing portion can
be positioned at a proper level for the prevention of drag-
ging of the pedestrian regardless of the position of the
beam portion.
[0020] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, a recess portion is provided at a rear
portion of the bumper face lower reinforcing portion, and
the beam portion of the sub frame is configured to rela-
tively move into the recess portion of the bumper face
lower reinforcing portion. Thereby, since the beam por-
tion can be located as forward as possible ensuring the
proper prevention of dragging of the pedestrian, the suf-
ficient length of the extension can be obtained, thereby
improving the impact energy absorption.
[0021] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, at the recess portion is provided an
upright face that extends substantially vertically facing a
front end portion of the beam portion of the sub frame.
Thereby, the reinforcing portion can be surely prevented
from moving rearward passing through the beam portion
even if the reinforcing portion hits the beam portion and
further the impact load acts from the vehicle front. Ac-
cordingly, the rearward movement of the reinforcing por-
tion can be surely prevented.
[0022] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the sub frame body portion includes a
front cross member that is located substantially behind
the beam portion so as to extend in a vehicle with direc-
tion, and the extension portion of the bumper mesh is
connected to the front cross member. Thereby, since a
relative position between the reinforcing portion and the
beam portion is maintained properly, any deterioration
of the prevention of dragging of the pedestrian that may
be caused by an improper matching of the reinforcing
portion with the beam portion can be avoided.
[0023] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the extension portion has a plurality
of projection portions along a vehicle width direction that
extend substantially longitudinally. Thereby, the properly
high rigidity of the extension portion with respect to the
impact load from the vehicle front can be provided at the
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vehicle hitting the pedestrian.
[0024] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, behind the bumper face is provided a
shroud that includes an upper portion, a side portion and
the lower portion and is at least partly made from resin
that preferably has a rigidity that is greater than that of a
material of said bumper mesh, and at the lower portion
of the shroud is provided a forward extension portion, a
front end of which extends near said bumper face lower
reinforcing portion. Thereby, since the forward extension
portion is formed integrally with the lower portion of the
shroud and also the reinforcing portion is formed inte-
grally with the mesh body, the rearward movement of the
reinforcing portion can be properly prevented without in-
creasing the number of parts.
[0025] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the forward extension portion has a
plurality of ribs. Thereby, since the rigidity of the forward
extension portion can be increased without providing any
other reinforcing members, the rearward movement of
the reinforcing portion can be properly prevented.
[0026] Other features, aspects, and advantages of the
present invention will be apparent from the following de-
scription which refers to the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view showing a front
structure of an automotive vehicle according to a first
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a side view showing a bumper structure
body of the front structure of an automotive vehicle
according to the first embodiment of the present in-
vention.
FIG. 3A is a rear perspective view showing a bumper
mesh of the bumper structure body of FIG. 1, and
FIG. 3B is an elevation view showing the bumper
mesh.
FIG. 4A is a sectional view taken along line A-A of
FIG. 3A, FIG. 4B is a sectional view taken along line
B-B of FIG. 4A, and FIG. 4C is a sectional view taken
along line C-C of FIG. 3A.
FIG. 5 is a bottom view showing a connection state
of an extension portion of a bumper face lower rein-
forcing portion and a shroud.
FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along line D-D of
FIG. 5.
FIG. 7 is a sectional view showing an assembly state
of a radiator to the shroud.
FIG. 8 is a front perspective view showing a connec-
tion state of a projection portion of the extension por-
tion and a lower face of an protrusion portion of the
shroud.
FIG. 9 is a sectional view taken along line E-E of
FIG. 8.
FIG. 10 is an explanatory diagram showing a step
of assembling the bumper structure body to the
shroud.
FIG. 11 is a front perspective view showing a front
structure of an automotive vehicle according to a

second embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 12 is a sectional view taken along line A-A of
FIG. 11.
FIG. 13 is a side view showing the front structure of
an automotive vehicle according to the second em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 14 is a rear perspective view showing a bumper
mesh of a bumper structure body of FIG. 11.
FIG. 15A is a sectional view taken along line B-B of
FIG. 14, FIG. 15B is a sectional view taken along
line C-C of FIG. 15A, and FIG. 15C is a sectional
view taken along line D-D of FIG. 14.
FIG. 16 is a sectional view showing a position rela-
tionship between a bumper face lower reinforcing
portion and a second beam shown in FIG. 11.
FIG. 17 is a sectional view showing a position rela-
tionship between a bumper face lower reinforcing
portion and a second beam of a front structure of an
automotive vehicle according to a third embodiment
of the present invention.
FIG. 18 is a sectional view showing a position rela-
tionship between a bumper face lower reinforcing
portion and a forward extension portion of a shroud
of a front structure of an automotive vehicle accord-
ing to a fourth embodiment.
FIG. 19 is a front perspective view of showing a struc-
ture of the shroud.
FIG. 20 is a bottom view showing a connection state
of a rearward extension portion of a bumper face
lower reinforcing portion and a shroud.
FIG. 21 is a sectional view showing an assembly
state of a radiator to the shroud.

[0027] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the
present invention will be described referring to the ac-
companying drawings. It should be understood that even
though embodiments are separately described, single
features thereof may be combined to additional embod-
iments.

EMBODIMENT 1

[0028] FIG. 1 is a front perspective view showing a
front structure of an automotive vehicle according to a
preferred embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 2 is
a side view showing a bumper structure body 1 of the
front structure of an automotive vehicle according to an
embodiment of the present invention. The front structure
of an automotive vehicle of the present embodiment
mainly comprises a bumper structure body 1 and a
shroud 2 that is provided substantially behind the bumper
structure body 1 as shown in FIG. 1. The shroud 2 of the
present embodiment preferably is substantially a rectan-
gular-shaped resin-made member that mainly comprises
an upper portion 21, side portion 22, and lower portion
23. An arrow F in the figure shows a vehicle front direction
and an arrow R shows a vehicle rear direction.
[0029] The bumper structure body 1, as shown in
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FIGS. 1 and 2, comprises a bumper face 11 (not illus-
trated in FIG. 1) and a bumper mesh or grid 12, which is
assembled at the vehicle front portion.
[0030] The bumper face 11 comprises an upper portion
11a and a lower portion 11b, which are formed integrally
or unitarily as shown in FIG. 2. A laterally-long opening
portion 13 is formed between the upper portion 11a and
the lower portion 11b. A grid- or grille-shaped mesh body
14 is attached or mounted to the opening portion 13 (pref-
erably substantially from the vehicle front side) so as to
allow an outside air flowing into the opening portion 13.
[0031] A (preferably substantially rounded or arc-
shaped) bumper face lower reinforcing portion 15 (here-
inafter, referred to as "reinforcing portion 15") is provided
at least partly inside of the lower portion 11b of the bump-
er face 11 so as to extend substantially in a vehicle width
direction WD. The bumper mesh 12 comprises the mesh
body 14 located at or near the opening portion 13 and
the above-described reinforcing portion 15.
[0032] An extension portion 16 is provided at or near
the reinforcing portion 15 so as to extend substantially
rearward from or at a lower end of the reinforcing portion
15, and the extension portion 16 further includes one or
more, preferably two connection projection portions 16a,
16a that extend substantially rearward preferably at both
sides thereof.
[0033] Further, the extension portion 16 includes a pro-
jection portion 17 at a central portion thereof, which is
formed so as to substantially project upward and sub-
stantially extend longitudinally.
[0034] According to the present embodiment, the con-
nection projection portions 16a are connected to a lower
face of the lower portion 23 of the shroud 2 provided
substantially behind the bumper face 11 via fixing means
(preferably comprising one or more bolts 24B and one
or more nuts 24N), whereby the reinforcing portion 15 is
supported.
[0035] Hereinafter, the structure of the bumper struc-
ture body 1 will be further described referring to FIGS. 3
and 4. FIG. 3A is a rear perspective view showing the
bumper mesh or grid 12 of the bumper structure body 1
of FIG. 1, and FIG. 3B is an elevation view showing the
bumper mesh 12. FIG. 4A is a sectional view taken along
line A-A of FIG. 3A, FIG. 4B is a sectional view taken
along line B-B of FIG. 4A, and FIG. 4C is a sectional view
taken along line C-C of FIG. 3A.
[0036] In FIG. 3A, a frame of the reinforcing portion 15
is comprised of side face portions 15a that extend sub-
stantially rearward at or near both-side ends, an upper
face portion 15c that extends substantially forward (see
FIG. 4), a front face portion 15c that extends substantially
downward from the upper face portion 15b (see FIG. 4),
and a lower face portion 15d that extends substantially
rearward from the front face portion 15c. The reinforcing
portion 15 further includes one or more lateral ribs 15e
that connect the side face portions 15a and extend sub-
stantially rearward, and one or more, preferably a plural-
ity of vertical ribs 15f that connect the upper face portion

15b, front face portion 15c and lower face portion 15d
preferably so as to be located substantially perpendicu-
larly to the lateral rib 15e. Although two lateral ribs are
provided in FIG. 4, a single lateral rib or three or more
lateral ribs may be provided.
[0037] Front portions of the lateral and vertical ribs 15e,
15f are formed integrally or unitarily with the front face
portion 15c preferably substantially without projecting
forward. Thereby, an improper concentration of an im-
pact force at a tip portion of an impact absorption member
at the vehicle hitting the pedestrian may be avoided, so
that a damage against a hitting portion of the pedestrian
can be properly reduced. The extension portion 16 is
formed integrally or unitarily with the lower face portion
15d, and at the connection projection portions 16a, 16a
of the extension portion 16 are formed one or more bolt
holes 16b, 16b for connection to the lower portion 23 of
the shroud 2. Also, at the connection projection portions
16a, 16a of the extension portion 16 are provided guide
faces 16c that substantially extend obliquely downward
from behind the bolt holes 16b, 16b toward tip ends there-
of (substantially rearward of the vehicle).
[0038] Further, the extension portion 16 has one or
more, preferably a plurality of projection portions that
project upward and extend substantially longitudinally as
shown in FIG. 3A. Namely, the extension portion 16 pref-
erably is formed in a rib shape, and thereby it can provide
a high rigidity against the impact load from the front at
the vehicle hitting the pedestrian. The projection portion
that is located at an intermediate portion (preferably sub-
stantially at a central portion) is the above-described pro-
jection portion 17 that projects higher than others. At an
upper end face of the projection portion 17 is formed at
least one bolt hole 17a like the connection projection por-
tion 16a.
[0039] Another type of shape may be applied to the
extension portion 16, not being limited to the above-de-
scribed rib shape. For example, a plurality of ribs extend-
ing substantially slant are provided on part of the upper
face of the extension portion 16 except the projection
portion 17, which provides a so-called honeycomb
shape.
[0040] In the connection structure of the reinforcing
portion 15a and the bumper face 11, as shown in FIG.
4A, one or more thick portions 15g are provided at a rear
portion of the lower face portion 15d of the reinforcing
portion 15, which are (directly or indirectly) connected to
a rear end portion 11c via connection members 18.
Thereby, the lower portion 11b of the bumper face 11 is
supported at the shroud 2 as well as the reinforcing por-
tion 15 (see FIG. 1).
[0041] Herein, the lower face portion 15d of the rein-
forcing portion 15 that reaches the thick portion 15g has
a reinforcing projection portion 15h that projects substan-
tially upward as shown in FIG. 4B. Namely, the lower
face portion 15d preferably has a cubic shape, in which
that it has walls at its three sides in front of the thick
portion 15g that is the connection portion to the rear end
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portion 11c of the bumper face 11. Thereby, it provides
an efficiently strong structure in particular against the hit-
ting the pedestrian.
[0042] In a relationship between the upper portion of
the rear end portion 11c of the lower portion 11b of the
bumper face 11 and the reinforcing portion 15, preferably
no thick portion 15g is provided at the rear portion of the
lower face portion 15d of the reinforcing portion 15 as
shown in FIG. 4C, unlike FIG. 4A, and therefore it is not
connected to the rear end portion 11c of the lower portion
11 b of the bumper face 11. However, engagement holes
14b are formed at a down face 14a that is provided above
the reinforcing portion 15 (see FIG. 3), and hook portions
11e extend substantially rearward from the upper face
portion 11d of the lower portion 11b of the bumper face
11 and go through the above engagement holes 14b.
And, the hook portions 11e are formed at or near a rear
end of the upper face portion 15b of the reinforcing por-
tion and engaged with hook-engagement portions 15i of
the lower face of the engagement holes 14b. Herein, the
hook portion 11e may be formed up side down so that it
is engaged with the mesh body 14.
[0043] Hereinafter, the structure of the shroud 2 and
the support structure of the reinforcing portion 15 will be
described referring to FIGS. 5 to 9. FIG. 5 is a bottom
view showing a connection state of the extension portion
16 of the reinforcing portion 15 and the shroud 12. FIG.
6 is a sectional view taken along line D-D of FIG. 5. FIG.
7 is a sectional view showing an assembly state of the
radiator 3 to the shroud 2. FIG. 8 is a front perspective
view showing a connection state of the projection portion
17 of the extension portion 16 and the lower face of the
protrusion portion 28 of the shroud 2. FIG. 9 is a sectional
view taken along line E-E of FIG. 8.
[0044] As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6 as well, the reinforc-
ing portion 15 is or is to be connected to the lower face
of the lower portion 23 of the shroud 2 at the both con-
nection projection portions 16a of the extension portion
16 via the one or more bolts 24B and respective nuts
24N. Specifically, the bolts 24B are at least partly inserted
into the bolt holes 16b of the connection projection por-
tions 12a and bolt holes 23a that are formed at the lower
face of the lower portion 23, and fastened with the nuts
24N from the above.
[0045] Generally, the shroud 2 is made of a hard or
rigid material that is strong enough to at least support the
radiator 3 (see FIG. 7), and the reinforcing portion 15 of
the bumper mesh 12 is (preferably directly) connected
to the lower portion 23 of the shroud 2 via the extension
portion 16 as described above, so the bumper mesh 12
including the reinforcing portion 15 can obtain a suffi-
ciently high support rigidity. Accordingly, the movement
of the reinforcing portion 15 particularly at the vehicle
hitting the pedestrian, obstacle or the like can be sup-
pressed properly, and since it may not be necessary to
provide any connecting members such as an under-cov-
er member, which may be necessary conventionally, the
prevention of dragging of the pedestrian, obstacle or the

like can be properly improved without increasing the
number of parts.
[0046] In FIG. 6, a member 4 that is provided behind
the connection portion of the lower portion 23 and the
connection projection portion 16a in back of the shroud
is a cross member that extends intersecting to the forward
and backward directions (preferably substantially in the
vehicle width direction WD) so as to interconnect right-
and-left side frames (not illustrated) of the vehicle. In the
present embodiment, the extension portion 16 is con-
nected to the shroud 2 before this cross member 4, so
the length of the extension portion 16 is or can be made
shorter.
[0047] Herein, in the case of the present embodiment
in which the shroud 2 preferably is made from resin, as
shown in FIG. 5, there are provided one or more support
portions 25 preferably having a rib shape with many pro-
jections, whose sectional rigidity is higher than that of
other portions, at the lower face of the lower portion 2 of
the shroud 2. Thus, the above-described connection pro-
jection portions 16a of the present embodiment are or
can be connected to portions adjacent to these support
portions 25.
[0048] At least one through hole 26 is formed at an
intermediate position (preferably substantially at a cent-
er) of each of the support portions 25, and a shaft member
31, which is fixed to a lower portion of the radiator 3 as
a heat exchanger, is inserted into each through hole 26
as shown in FIG. 7. Thereby, the radiator 3 is resiliently
or flexibly or movably mounted on the lower portion 23
of the shroud 2 via a mount resilient member or rubber
32 attached to the (preferably each) shaft member 31,
which is not illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 6.
[0049] The radiator 3 has one or more shaft members
33 at or near its upper portion that extend substantially
upward respectively so as to substantially correspond to
the above-described shaft members 31. The shaft mem-
bers 33 are provided so as to be at least partly inserted
into through holes 27 that are formed at the upper portion
21 of the shroud 2.
[0050] Herein, the conventional type of radiator 3,
which has a side tank 34 and a radiator core 35 at one
side and a side tank 36 on the other side, is applied in
the present embodiment.
[0051] Thereby, since the radiator 3 is supported at
the one or more strong support portions 25 of the lower
portion 23 of the shroud 2, the proper support of the ra-
diator 3 is provided.
[0052] Further, according to the present embodiment,
the connection projection portions 16a of the extension
portions 16 are connected to the portions near the sup-
port portions 25, so the support rigidity of the bumper
mesh 12 including the reinforcing portion 15 can be im-
proved particularly without providing any particular rein-
forcing portion.
[0053] The shroud 2 may be made from metal or alloy,
and in this case the lower portion 23 may have a sufficient
rigidity, so there may be no need for providing any par-
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ticular portion having the high sectional rigidity. Accord-
ingly, the connection portion of the above-described ex-
tension portion 16 may be provided at any location.
[0054] According to the present embodiment, the sup-
port portions 25 are provided at the preferably both-side
portions of the lower portion 23 of the shroud 2, the con-
nection projection portions 16a of the extension portion
16 are provided so as to substantially correspond to the
support portions 25, and these portions 16a, 25 are con-
nected via the one or more bolts and respective nuts 24B,
24N.
[0055] Thereby, since the both-side connection pro-
jection portions 16a of the extension portion 16 preferably
are to be connected to the both-side portions of the lower
portion 23 of the shroud 2, the both-side connection por-
tions are located away from each other substantially in
the vehicle width direction WD. Accordingly, the support
of the reinforcing portion 15 at the lower portion 23 of the
shroud 2 can be more stable compared to a case where
the connection portions are located near the center of
the shroud 2.
[0056] Also, in the connection state of the extension
portion 16 to the lower portion 23 of the shroud 2, the
above-described projection portion 17 at the intermedi-
ate position (preferably substantially at the central por-
tion) of the extension portion 16 projects substantially
upward from the lower face of the lower portion 23 of the
shroud 2 and/or contacts the front face of the lower por-
tion 23, as shown in FIGS, 8 and 9.
[0057] At or near the lower portion 23 of the shroud 2
is provided the protrusion portion 28 that protrudes sub-
stantially forward at or near a location above the lower
face of the lower portion 23, and/or substantially below
the protrusion portion 28 are provided projection faces
23c that are formed so as to relatively project by forming
plural recess portions 23b. Thereby, in the connection
state of the extension portion 16 and the lower portion
23 of the shroud, an upright face 17b of the projection
portion 17 contacts the projection face 23c.
[0058] Further, a tunnel portion 28b is formed at the
protrusion portion 28 at an intermediate portion (prefer-
ably substantially at a central portion) of the lower portion
23 of the shroud 2, and a nut member 29N preferably
with a substantially U-shaped section is welded to an
inner wall of the tunnel portion 28b.
[0059] A bolt 29B is at least partly inserted into a bolt
hole 17a that is formed at the projection portion 17 and
a bolt hole 28a that is formed at the lower portion of the
protrusion portion 28, and fastened with the nut member
29N, so the projection portion 17 is connected to the pro-
trusion portion 28.
[0060] Thereby, since the intermediate (preferably
substantially central) portion of the extension portion 16
can be rigidly supported at the lower portion 23 of the
shroud 2 via the projection portion 17 particularly at the
vehicle hitting the pedestrian, the prevention of dragging
of the pedestrian can be further improved.
[0061] Also, since the projection portion 17 preferably

is formed by injection molding in molding the resin ex-
tension portion 16, the rigidity of the projection portion
17 can be increased with a simple structure. Thereby,
manufacturing costs of the reinforcing portion 15 with the
extension portion 16 can be reduced. Also, since the pro-
jection portion 17 preferably is formed so as to extend
substantially in the longitudinal direction of the extension
portion 16, the properly high rigidity against the impact
load from the front at the hitting the pedestrian can be
provided.
[0062] Further, since not only the projection portion 17
contacts the lower portion 23 of the shroud 2, but the
projection portion 17 is connected to the lower face of
the protrusion portion 28, both the support rigidity im-
provement of the bumper mesh 21 including the reinforc-
ing portion 15 and the rigid support of the intermediate
(preferably substantially central) portion of the extension
portion 16 by the lower portion 23 at the hitting the pe-
destrian can be obtained.
[0063] Herein, the bumper structure body 1 is assem-
bled to the vehicle body through a step of connecting the
extension portion 16 to the lower portion 23 of the shroud
2. Herein, the bumper structure body 1 preferably is
formed as a unit body by pre-assembling the bumper
face 11 to the bumper mesh 12 with the mesh body 14
and reinforcing portion 15. The bumper structure body 1
formed as the unit or integral body is or can be provided
substantially from the front of the vehicle, and then the
above-described assembly step is conducted. In the
process of the provision of the bumper structure body 1,
as shown by a two-dotted broken line in FIG. 10, the
guide face 16c of the tip of the connection projection
portion 16a is guided so as to substantially slide on the
front face of the lower portion of the shroud 2. Thereby,
the extension portion 16 (bumper structure body 1) can
be guided to a specified (predetermined or predetermi-
nable) level, namely preferably to the lower face of the
lower portion 23 of the shroud 2, surely. Accordingly, the
assembly of the extension portion 16 to the lower portion
23 can be improved by the guide face 16c.
[0064] Herein, instead of the above-described struc-
ture of the present embodiment, for example, there may
be provided one or more portions at the both extension
portions 16, which substantially correspond to the above-
described projection portion 17, and these portions at the
extension portions 16 may be connected to lower faces
of both-side portions of the protrusion portion 28 of the
lower portion 23 of the shroud 2.
[0065] Herein, the heat exchanger preferably is the ra-
diator 3, the heat exchanger support portion is the support
portion 25, and the guide portion for assembly is the guide
face 16c.

EMBODIMENT 2

[0066] A second preferred embodiment will be de-
scribed referring to FIGS. 11 to 16. FIG. 11 is a front
perspective view showing a front structure of an automo-
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tive vehicle according to the second embodiment of the
present invention. FIG. 12 is a sectional view taken along
line A-A of FIG. 11. FIG. 13 is a side view showing the
front structure of an automotive vehicle according to the
second embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 14 is
a rear perspective view showing a bumper mesh 112 of
a bumper structure body 101. FIG. 15A is a sectional
view taken along line B-B of FIG. 14, FIG. 15B is a sec-
tional view taken along line C-C of FIG. 15A, and FIG.
15C is a sectional view taken along line D-D of FIG. 14.
FIG. 16 is a sectional view showing a position relationship
between a bumper face lower reinforcing portion 115 and
a second beam 136 shown in FIG. 11. In the front struc-
ture of an automotive vehicle of the present embodiment,
as shown in FIG. 11, there are mainly provided the bump-
er structure body 101, front side frames (front frames)
102 that are provided behind the bumper structure body
101 and extend substantially in the longitudinal direction
at both sides of the vehicle front portion, and a front sub
frame 103. An arrow F in the figure shows a vehicle front
direction and an arrow R shows a vehicle rear direction.
[0067] Below the front side frames 102 is provided a
sub frame body that comprises one or more, preferably
a pair of side frames 131, 131 extending substantially
longitudinally, a front cross member 132 and a rear cross
member 133, which extend laterally or in a direction in-
tersecting the longitudinal direction so as to interconnect
the side frames 131, 131 in one or more position, pref-
erably to interconnect respective front portions and rear
portions of the side frames 131, 131. Herein, the both-
side located front side frames 102 perform the similar or
substantially same function respectively, and only one of
them is illustrated in FIG. 11 for convenience.
[0068] Front end support portions 104a, 104a are pro-
vided at respective front end portions of the side frames
131, 131, and rear end support portions 104b, 104b are
provided at respective rear end portions of the side
frames 131, 131. Further, vertical members 134, 134 are
provided at respective central portions of the side frames
131, 131 that are slightly before the rear cross member
133 so as to extend upward from the upper faces of the
side frames 131, 131. At or near tip ends of these mem-
bers 134, 134 are provided intermediate or middle sup-
port portions 104c, 104c, respectively. These all support
portions are to be supported at respective corresponding
portions of the lower face of the front side frames 102,
102 via resilient or rubber bushes. Thereby, the front sub
frame 103 is supported at the front side frames 102, 102
at one or more (e.g. six) points.
[0069] In these support portions, for example, as
shown in FIG. 12, the front end support portion 104a
comprises an inner cylinder 141 that covers a bolt 121
projecting downward from an upper face of the front side
frame 102, an outer cylinder 142 that is fixed to the side
frame 131 (sub frame 103) via an outer face thereof, and
a resilient member or rubber 143 that is provided between
the cylinders 141, 142. Thereby, the front sub frame 103
is resiliently supported at the front side frames 102 (ve-

hicle body).
[0070] Herein, the side frames 131, 131 may not be
necessarily supported at the front side frames 102, 102,
but they may be supported at any other structure body
having a body frame in the present embodiment of the
invention.
[0071] Also, one or more crash members or cans 135,
135 as the extension portions are attached to or near the
front end portions of the side frames 131, 131 of the front
sub frame 103 as shown in FIGS. 11 and 12. These crash
cans 135, 135 are provided so as to extend substantially
forward from the front end portions of the side frames
131, 131 to be detachably attached to the side frames
131, 131 via one or more connecting members such as
bolts. The crash cans 135 perform as an impact absorp-
tion member so as to at least partly absorb the impact
energy acting longitudinally by being crashed.
[0072] Herein, front end portions of the crash cans 135
preferably are interconnected by the second beam (re-
inforcement) 136 that extends substantially in the vehicle
width direction WD adjacent to or right below a bumper
beam 106 disposed at a front end of the front side frames
102 (see FIG. 16), which will be described below, which
is disclosed, for example, in Japanese Patent Laid-Open
Publication No. 2005-281810 which is included hereinto
by reference. The second beam 136 is disposed just be-
hind the bumper structure body 101. Preferably, the
crash cans 135, 135 are made of a steel or metal cylinder,
and/or the second beam 136 is made from resin.
[0073] In FIG. 11, members 105a, 105b illustrated by
two-dotted broken lines show two lower arms of a sus-
pension mechanism. Specifically, as shown in FIG. 11,
a front lower-arm support portion 137 is provided at or
near an outside face of a rear portion of the side frame
131, and a rear lower-arm support portion 138 is provided
at or near an outside face of a portion of the side frame
131 that is located behind the vertical member 134.
[0074] The front and rear lower arms 105a, 105b are
pivotally supported at or on these support portions 137,
138, respectively, and a wheel support for supporting a
front wheel (not illustrated) is pivotally supported at or on
outside end portions of these lower arms 105a, 105b.
Further, the wheel support is likewise supported at or on
upper arms coupled to the front side frame 102, which
are not illustrated in the figure. Thereby, the suspension
mechanism is constituted.
[0075] Although the lower arms 105a, 105b are formed
separately in the present embodiment, the lower arm may
be comprised of a single substantially A-shaped lower
arm in which the both arms are integrated or integrally
or unitarily provided.
[0076] The bumper structure body 101, which is pro-
vided before the front side frames 102 and the front sub
frame 103 as shown in FIG. 11, comprises mainly a
bumper face 111 and the bumper mesh 112 and is at-
tached to the vehicle front.
[0077] The bumper face 111, as shown in FIG. 13,
comprises an upper portions 111a and a lower portion
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111b that are located before the front side frames 102
and is integrally formed by an injection molding. A (pref-
erably substantially laterally-long) opening portion 113 is
formed between the upper portion 111a and the lower
portion 111b. A mesh- or grille-shaped mesh body 114
is (directly or indirectly) attached to the opening portion
113 from the vehicle front side so as to allow an outside
air into the opening portion 113.
[0078] A (preferably substantially bent or arc-shaped)
bumper face lower reinforcing portion 115 (hereinafter,
referred to as "reinforcing portion 115") is provided inside
of the lower portion 111b of the bumper face 111 so as
to extend substantially in a vehicle width direction WD.
The bumper mesh 112 comprises the mesh body 114
located at the opening portion 113 and the above rein-
forcing portion 115.
[0079] According to the present embodiment, the re-
inforcing portion 115 and the mesh body 114 attached
to the opening portion 113 preferably are integrated, and
FIG. 14 is a rear perspective view of those.
[0080] A lower edge portion of the mesh body 114 is
connected to the reinforcing portion 115 via a down face
114a, and one or more, preferably a plurality of engage-
ment holes 114b are formed at the down face 114a.
[0081] An extension portion 116 is provided at the re-
inforcing portion 115 so as to extend rearward from a
lower end of the reinforcing portion 115, bolt holes 116b,
116b are formed at the extension portion 116, and the
extension portion 116 further includes two connection
projection portions 116a, 116a that extend substantially
rearward at both sides thereof.
[0082] The extension portion 116 preferably is formed
substantially in a rib shape so as to have one or more,
preferably a plurality of projection portions 116d that ex-
tend substantially longitudinally. Thereby, it can provide
a high rigidity against the impact load from the front at
the vehicle hitting e.g. the pedestrian.
[0083] In the present embodiment, as described in de-
tail below, the connection projection portions 116a, 116a
of the extension portion 116 are a lower face of the front
cross member 132 of the front sub frame disposed behind
the lower portion 111b of the bumper face 111, whereby
the reinforcing portion 115 is supported.
[0084] Another type of shape may be applied to the
extension portion 116, not being limited to the above-
described shape with the projection portions 116d. For
example, a plurality of ribs extending slant are provided
on the upper face of the extension portion 116, which
provides a so-called honeycomb or similar shape.
[0085] Hereinafter, the structure of the bumper struc-
ture body 101 will be described further referring to FIGS.
14 and 15.
[0086] In FIG. 14, a frame of the reinforcing portion
115 is comprised of side face portions 115a that extend
substantially rearward at or near both-side ends, an up-
per face portion 115b that extend substantially forward
(see FIG. 15), a front face portion 115c that extends sub-
stantially downward from the upper face portion 115b

(see FIG. 15), and a lower face portion 115d that extends
substantially rearward from the front face portion 115c.
The reinforcing portion 15 further includes one or more
lateral ribs 115e that preferably connect the side face
portions 115a and/or extend substantially rearward, and
one or more, preferably a plurality of substantially vertical
ribs 115f that connect the upper face portion 115b, front
face portion 115c and lower face portion 115d so as to
be located substantially perpendicularly to the lateral rib
115e. The vertical ribs 115f have recess portions 115f1
that are formed at upper side thereof as illustrated. Al-
though two lateral ribs are provided in FIG. 15, a single
lateral rib or three or more lateral ribs may be provided.
[0087] Front portions of the lateral and vertical ribs
115e, 115f are formed integrally or unitarily with the front
face portion 115c without projecting substantially for-
ward. Thereby, an improper concentration of an impact
force at a tip portion of an impact absorption member at
the vehicle hitting the obstacle such as the pedestrian
may be avoided, so that a damage against a hitting por-
tion of the pedestrian can be properly reduced.
[0088] In the connection structure of the reinforcing
portion 115a and the bumper face 111, as shown in FIG.
15A, plural thick portions 115g are provided at or near a
rear portion of the lower face portion 115d of the rein-
forcing portion 115, which are connected to a rear end
portion 111c via one or more connection members 117.
Thereby, the lower portion 111b of the bumper face 111
is supported at the front cross member 132 as well as
the reinforcing portion 115 (see FIG. 11).
[0089] Herein, the lower face portion 115d of the rein-
forcing portion 115 that reaches the thick portion 115g
preferably has at least one reinforcing projection portion
115h that projects substantially upward as shown in FIG.
15B. Namely, the lower face portion 115d has a cubic
shape, in which that it has walls at its three sides in front
of the thick portion 115g that is the connection portion to
the rear end portion 111c of the bumper face 111. There-
by, it provides an efficiently strong structure against the
hitting the pedestrian.
[0090] In a relationship between the upper portion of
the rear end portion 111c of the lower portion 111b of
the bumper face 111 and the reinforcing portion 115, pref-
erably no thick portion 115g is provided at the rear portion
of the lower face portion 115d of the reinforcing portion
115 as shown in FIG. 15C, unlike FIG. 15A, and therefore
it is not connected to the rear end portion 111c of the
lower portion 111b of the bumper face 111. However,
one or more engagement holes 114b are formed at a
down face 114a that is provided above the reinforcing
portion 115 (see FIG. 14), and one or more hook portions
111e extend substantially rearward from the upper face
portion 111d of the lower portion 111b of the bumper
face 111 and go through the above engagement holes
114b. And, the hook portions 111e are formed at or near
a rear end of the upper face portion 115b of the reinforc-
ing portion and engaged with one or more hook-engage-
ment portions 115i of the lower face of the engagement
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holes 114b. Herein, the hook portion 111e may be formed
up side down so that it is engaged with the mesh body
114.
[0091] Herein, the front sub frame 103 is disposed sub-
stantially behind the lower portion 111b of the bumper
mesh 111, and particularly as shown in FIG. 16, the sec-
ond beam 136 is located so that a specified (predeter-
mined or predeterminable) distance can be provided be-
tween the second beam 136 and the vertical rib 115f of
the reinforcing portion 115. Further, the second beam
136 is located so that a vertical overlap distance H1 pref-
erably can be provided between its front end portion and
the reinforcing portion 115.
[0092] Accordingly, since the second beam 136 pref-
erably is provided right behind the reinforcing portion 115
so that the second beam 136 and/or the reinforcing por-
tion 115 at least partly overlaps each other, when the
bumper structure body 101 receives the impact load from
the front at the vehicle hitting the obstacle such as the
pedestrian, the vertical ribs 115f of the reinforcing portion
115 moving back contact the second beam 136, as
shown by a two-dotted broken line in the figure, so the
rearward impact from the front is conveyed to and re-
ceived by the second beam 136 and thereby an improp-
erly large rearward movement of the reinforcing portion
115 can be prevented surely. Accordingly, particularly
the prevention of dragging of the pedestrian can be fur-
ther improved.
[0093] Further, since the reinforcing portion 115 is
formed so as to be integral or unitary with the mesh body
114 and any particular connecting member such as the
under cover, which may be necessary in the conventional
structure disclosed in the above-descried patent publi-
cation, can be omitted in the present embodiment, the
improvement of the dragging prevention of the pedestrian
can be achieved without increasing the number of parts.
[0094] Also, the high-rigidity crash cans 135, 135 and
the second beam 136, which may be preferably provided
to properly absorb the impact energy for a relatively small
obstacle, are disposed behind the reinforcing portion 115
in the present embodiment. Thereby, the rearward move-
ment of the reinforcing portion 115 can be more properly
prevented than the structure using the under cover of the
above-described patent publication.
[0095] The above-described patent publication just
discloses the structure to improve the prevention of drag-
ging of the pedestrian. The front structure of an automo-
tive vehicle, however, may require not only the prevention
of dragging of the pedestrian but the proper absorption
of the impact energy at the vehicle frontal crash and/or
upon any other impact by an obstacle.
[0096] Accordingly, according to the present embodi-
ment, the second beam 136 is provided, like the structure
disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No.
2005-281810. When the vehicle hits the relatively small
obstacle, the impact load from the hitting of the obstacle
preferably is conveyed to the second beam 136 and the
crash cans 135, 135 (see FIG. 11). These members are

properly crashed with the load, absorbing the impact en-
ergy.
[0097] The second beam 136 is provided to extend
substantially in the vehicle width direction WD, so the
impact load of the obstacle hitting a central or interme-
diate portion between the both crash cans 135, 135 is
conveyed to the crash cans 135, 135 and thereby the
impact load can be properly reduced.
[0098] As described above, by the position relationship
between the reinforcing portion 115 of the bumper struc-
ture body 101 and the second beam 136 of the front sub
frame 103 (see FIG. 11), the improvement of the dragging
prevention of the pedestrian and/or the impact energy
absorption of the obstacle hitting can be achieved.
[0099] Further, according to the present embodiment,
the reinforcing portion 115 is provided at the bumper
structure body 101, being separate from the front sub
frame 103 (not directly attached to the front sub frame
103).
[0100] This particularly is because the height of the
front sub frame 103 is usually limited to a certain extent
from the relationship with the front side frames 102 (see
FIG. 11), while the height of the reinforcing portion 115
for the prevention of dragging of the pedestrian needs to
be located at a level that is slightly lower than the second
beam 136 (front sub frame 103) as shown in the figure.
[0101] Namely, in a case where the reinforcing portion
115 is attached to the second beam 136, the height of
the second beam 136 is generally different from the prop-
er height position of the reinforcing portion 115 for the
dragging prevention as described above, so that a shape
of the reinforcing portion 115 may become rather com-
plicated. In this case, there is a concern that the rigidity
of the reinforcing portion 115 would become improperly
small according to its shape. According to the present
embodiment, however, the reinforcing portion 115 pref-
erably is attached to the bumper structure body 101, so
the reinforcing portion 115 can be positioned at the
above-described preferable level regardless of the height
of the second beam 136. Also, the second beam 136
preferably is configured to relatively move into the recess
portion 115f1 of the vertical rib 115f. Thereby, since there
can be a space behind the vertical rib 115f by the recess
portion 115f1, the second beam 136 can be located as
forward as possible.
[0102] Herein, the longitudinal length of the crash cans
135, 135 is generally decided considering the proper im-
pact energy absorption, and it is preferable that second
beam 136 be located as forward as possible to ensure
this longitudinal length. Also, even if the part of the vertical
rib 115f is cut away, this may not cause any improper
influence on the dragging prevention of the pedestrian.
Thereby, according to the present embodiment, the sec-
ond beam 136 can be located as forward as possible by
forming the recess portion 115f1 at the vertical rib 115f,
maintaining the proper dragging prevention of the pedes-
trian, so that the sufficient length of the crash cans 135,
135 can be ensured and the impact energy absorption
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can be improved.
[0103] Further, at the recess portion 115f1 is provided
a substantially upright face 115f2 that extends substan-
tially vertically at least partly facing a front end portion of
the second beam 136. Thereby, as shown by the two-
dotted broken line, when the vertical rib 115f of the rein-
forcing portion 115 contacts the second beam 136 and
even if the load is further applied from the front, the ver-
tical rib 115f can be prevented from sliding on the front
face portion of the second beam 136 and moving rear-
ward passing through the second beam 136. According-
ly, the rearward movement of the reinforcing portion 115
can be surely prevented.
[0104] Also, in order to prevent the rearward move-
ment of the reinforcing portion 115, as described above,
the extension portions 116 are connected to the lower
face of the front cross member 132 at the connection
projection portions 116a, 116a via bolts 139B and nuts
139. Specifically, the bolts 139B are at least partly insert-
ed into the bolt holes 116b of the connection projection
portions 116a and bolt holes 132a that are formed at the
lower face of the front cross member 132, and fastened
with the nuts 139N. Thereby, the proper relative position
between the reinforcing portion 115 and the second
beam 136 can be maintained, so a deterioration of the
dragging prevention of the pedestrian can be avoided
properly.
[0105] Herein, since the both-side connection projec-
tion portions 116a, 116a are located apart from each oth-
er in the vehicle width direction of the extension portion
116, the support of the reinforcing portion 115 at the front
cross member 132 can be more stable compared to a
case where the connection portions are located near the
center.
[0106] Also, since the projection portions are formed
on the surface of the extension portion 116, the properly
high rigidity against the impact load from the front at the
hitting the pedestrian can be provided.
[0107] Herein, members 106, 107 that are located in-
side the upper portion 111a of the bumper face 111 in
FIG. 16 are a bumper beam and an energy absorption
member, respectively. The bumper beam 106 is attached
to a bumper bracket (not illustrated) at or near a front end
of the front side frame 102.
[0108] The bumper beam 106, which extends substan-
tially in the vehicle width direction WD, has the energy
absorption member 107 at its front. The energy absorp-
tion member 107, which extends substantially in the ve-
hicle width direction WD along a longitudinal direction
inside the bumper face 111, is positioned at a level that
is almost equivalent to the height of knees of the pedes-
trian. Herein, the energy absorption member 107 prefer-
ably is made of an EA foam (energy absorber foam) such
as urethane.

EMBODIMENT 3

[0109] Hereinafter, a third preferred embodiment will

be described referring to FIG. 17. FIG. 17 is a sectional
view showing a position relationship between the rein-
forcing portion 115 and the second beam 136. Herein,
the similar or substantially same components of the sec-
ond embodiment are denoted by the same reference
characters, whose descriptions are omitted.
[0110] In the above-described second embodiment,
the vertical rib 115f of the reinforcing portion 115 and the
second beam 136 at least partly overlaps each other so
as to have the vertical overlap distance H1 (see e.g. FIG.
16), and the second beam 136 has its open upper portion.
Meanwhile, in a case where the opening portion 113 has
a shorter vertical length and instead the lower portion
111b of the bumper face 111 has a longer vertical length,
the third embodiment comprises a vertical rib 115j that
has a recess portion 115j1 enclosing the whole front end
portion of the second beam 136 including its upper por-
tion, as shown in FIG. 17.
[0111] Thereby, the possibility of the vertical rib 115f
moving rearward sliding on the front face portion of the
second beam 136 can be reduced further compared to
the vertical rib 115f of the second embodiment, so that
the rearward movement of the reinforcing portion 115
can be surely prevented.

EMBODIMENT 4

[0112] Hereinafter, a fourth preferred embodiment will
be described referring to FIGS. 18 to 20. FIG. 18 is a
sectional view showing a position relationship between
the bumper face lower reinforcing portion 115 and an
forward extension portion 184 of a shroud 108 of a front
structure of an automotive vehicle according to the fourth
embodiment. FIG. 19 is a front perspective view of show-
ing a structure of the shroud 108. FIG. 20 is a bottom
view showing a connection state of a rearward extension
portion 117 of the reinforcing portion 115 and the shroud
108. FIG. 21 is a sectional view showing an assembly
state of a radiator 109 to the shroud 108. Herein, the
similar or substantially same components of the second
embodiment are denoted by the same reference charac-
ters, whose descriptions are omitted.
[0113] Although the rearward movement of the rein-
forcing portion 115 of the second and third embodiments
is mainly prevented by the second beam 136 of the front
sub frame 103, the shroud 108 that is disposed behind
the bumper face 111 mainly prevents the rearward move-
ment of the reinforcing portion 115 as shown in FIG. 18
in the fourth embodiment. Herein, the upper portions
111a, 111b of the bumper face 111 are disposed in front
of the front side frames 102 (see FIG. 20) like the second
embodiment, whose illustration is omitted.
[0114] The shroud 108, which preferably is of substan-
tially a rectangular shape and made from resin, mainly
comprises an upper portion 181, side portion 182 and
lower portion 183, and has the forward extension portion
184 integrally formed at the front thereof that extends
forward from the lower portion 183 substantially horizon-
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tally, as shown in FIG. 19.
[0115] The forward extension portion 184 comprises
one or more frame portions 184a, 184b, 184c that form
preferably three sides of a right, left and front sides of
the portion 184, one or more lateral ribs 184d that pref-
erably are provided at intervals in the longitudinal direc-
tion between the lateral frame portions 184a, 184b, and
a plurality of ribs 184e, 184f that extend slant among the
frame portions 184a, 184b, 184c. All these portions pref-
erably are integrally or unitarily formed of resin, and this
forward extension portion 184 is a resin structure body
(preferably honeycomb structure body) having substan-
tially an arc shape, when viewed from the above. A load
characteristics of this resin structure body can be adjust-
ed by properly designing the thickness, density or exten-
sion direction of the frame portions 184a, 184b, 184c or
the ribs 184d, 184e, 184f.
[0116] The shroud 108 is disposed right behind the
reinforcing portion 115 in such a manner that a specified
(predetermined or predeterminable) distance is provided
between the front frame portion 184c and the vertical rib
115f of the reinforcing portion 115, like the second and
third embodiments.
[0117] Further, the forward extension portion 184 is
located so that the frame portion 184c has a vertical over-
lap distance H2 with respect to the reinforcing portion
115.
[0118] Originally, the shroud 108 is a member to sup-
port the radiator 109 (see FIG. 20), and has a higher
rigidity than that of the bumper mesh 112. Accordingly,
the forward extension portion 184 integrally or unitarily
formed with the lower portion 183 of the shroud 108 has
also a high rigidity, and thereby the rearward movement
of the reinforcing portion 115 can be more surely pre-
vented than the structure using the under cover of the
above-described patent publication.
[0119] Accordingly, since the forward extension por-
tion 184 is integrally or unitarily formed with the lower
portion 183 of the shroud 108 so as to extend substan-
tially forward near the reinforcing portion 115, when the
bumper structure body 101 receives the impact load from
the front at the vehicle hitting the obstacle such as the
pedestrian, the vertical ribs 115f of the reinforcing portion
115 moving back contact the frame portion 184c of the
forward extension portion 184, as shown by a two-dotted
broken line in FIG. 18, so the rearward impact from the
front is conveyed to and received by the shroud 108 and
thereby an improperly large rearward movement of the
reinforcing portion 115 can be prevented surely. Accord-
ingly, particularly the prevention of dragging of the pe-
destrian can be further improved at the vehicle hitting the
pedestrian.
[0120] Herein, the impact force at the vehicle hitting
the obstacle such as the pedestrian acts on the front por-
tions of the lateral and vertical ribs 115e, 115f of the
reinforcing portion 115, not on the hard shroud 108.
Thereby, as described in the second embodiment, the
improper concentration of the impact force at the tip por-

tion of the impact absorption member at the vehicle hitting
the obstacle such as the pedestrian may be avoided, so
that the damage against the hitting portion of the obstacle
such as the pedestrian can be properly reduced.
[0121] Further, the forward extension portion 184 is
integrated with the lower portion 183 of the shroud 108,
and the reinforcing portion 115 preferably is integrated
with the mesh body 114, and thereby any particular con-
necting member such as the under cover, which may be
necessary in the conventional structure disclosed in the
above-descried patent publication, can be omitted in the
present embodiment as well. Thus, particularly the im-
provement of the dragging prevention of the pedestrian
can be achieved without increasing the number of parts.
[0122] Since the forward extension portion 184 pref-
erably is formed in the honeycomb structure as described
above, the rigidity of the forward extension portion 184
can be increased without providing any additional rein-
forcing member. Thereby, the rearward movement of the
reinforcing portion 115 can be prevented more surely
even when the impact load is applied from the front.
[0123] Also, in order to prevent the rearward move-
ment of the reinforcing portion 115 surely, as shown in
FIGS. 18 and 20, at the reinforcing portion 115 are pro-
vided one or more rearward extension portions 118 that
extend substantially rearward from the lower end thereof,
and the rearward extension portions 118 are (directly or
indirectly) connected to the lower portion 183 of the
shroud 108 preferably via one or more bolts 185B and
nuts 185N. Specifically, connection projection portions
118a, 118a are provided at both sides of the rearward
extension portion 108, and these connection projection
portions 118a, 118a are connected to both-side portions
of the lower portion 183 of the shroud 108. The bolts
185B are at least partly inserted into bolt holes 118b of
the connection projection portions 118a and bolt holes
183a that are formed at the lower face of the lower portion
183, and fastened with the nuts 185N.
[0124] Thereby, the proper relative position between
the reinforcing portion 115 and the forward extension por-
tion 184 can be maintained, so a deterioration of the drag-
ging prevention of the pedestrian can be avoided prop-
erly.
[0125] Herein, since the both-side connection projec-
tion portions 118a of the rearward extension portion 118
preferably are located apart from each other in the vehicle
width direction WD, the support of the bumper mesh 112
including the reinforcing portion 115 at the shroud 108
(lower portion 183) can be more stable compared to a
case where the connection portions are located near the
center.
[0126] Herein, in the case of the present embodiment
in which the shroud 108 is at least partly made from resin,
as shown in FIG. 21, there are provided one or more
support portions 186 having a rib shape preferably with
many projections, whose sectional rigidity is higher than
that of other portions, at the lower face of the lower portion
183 of the shroud 108. Thus, the above-described con-
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nection projection portions 118a of the present embodi-
ment are connected to portions adjacent to these support
portions 186.
[0127] A through hole 187 is formed at an intermediate
position (preferably at a center) of each of the support
portions 186, and a shaft member 191, which is fixed to
a lower portion of the radiator 109 as a heat exchanger,
is inserted into each through hole 187 as shown in FIG.
21. Thereby, the radiator 109 is resiliently mounted on
the lower portion 183 of the shroud 108 via a mount re-
silient members or rubber 192 attached to each shaft
member 191, which is not illustrated in FIG. 19.
[0128] The radiator 109 has one or more shaft mem-
bers 191 at or near its upper portion that extend substan-
tially upward respectively so as to substantially corre-
spond the above-described shaft members 193. The
shaft members 193 are provided so as to be inserted into
through holes 188 that are formed at the upper portion
181 of the shroud 108.
[0129] Herein, the conventional type of radiator 109,
which has a side tank 194 and a radiator core 195 at one
side and a side tank 196 on the other side, is applied in
the present embodiment.
[0130] Thereby, since the radiator 108 is supported at
the strong support portions 186 of the lower portion 183
of the shroud 108, the proper support of the radiator 109
is provided.
[0131] Further, according to the present embodiment,
the connection projection portions 118a of the rearward
extension portions 118 preferably are connected the por-
tions near the support portions 186, so the support rigidity
of the bumper mesh 112 including the reinforcing portion
115 can be improved without providing any particular re-
inforcing portion.
[0132] Herein, the extension is the crash cans 135,
and the recess portion is the recess portions 115f1,
115f1.
[0133] The present invention should not be limited to
the above-described embodiments, and any other mod-
ifications and improvements may be applied within the
scope of a sprit of the present invention

Claims

1. A front structure of an automotive vehicle, compris-
ing:

a bumper face (11; 111) including an upper por-
tion (11a; 111a) and a lower portion (11b;
111b), an opening portion (13; 113) being
formed between the upper and lower portions
(11a, 11b; 111 a, 111b);
a vehicle body structure member (23; 132; 183)
provided substantially behind said lower portion
(11 b; 111b) of the bumper face (11; 111); and
a bumper mesh (12; 112) including a mesh body
(14; 114) that is at least partly located at said

opening portion (13; 113) of the bumper face
(11; 111), a bumper face lower reinforcing por-
tion (15; 115) that is located inside of said lower
portion (11b; 111b) of the bumper face (11; 111)
and connected to a lower end of said lower por-
tion (11b; 111b) of the bumper face (11; 111),
and an extension portion (16; 116; 118) that ex-
tends substantially rearward from a lower end
of the bumper face lower reinforcing portion (15;
115) and is connected to said vehicle body struc-
ture member (23; 132; 183);
characterized by
front side frames (102, 102) that are provided
at both sides of a vehicle front so as to extend
in a longitudinal direction, and
a sub frame (103) that includes a sub frame body
portion (131, 132, 133), which is provided sub-
stantially behind the lower portion (111b) of the
bumper face (111) and substantially below the
front side frames (102, 102), extension portions
(135, 135), which extend substantially forward
from both-side front ends of the sub frame body
portion (131, 132, 133) and have a rigidity that
is greater than that of the bumper mesh (112),
and a beam portion (136), which is located be-
hind said bumper face lower reinforcing portion
(115) so as to interconnect the extension por-
tions (135, 135) and preferably have a rigidity
that is greater than that of the bumper mesh
(112), and wherein said sub frame (103) is dis-
posed in such a manner that the beam portion
(136) thereof and the bumper face lower rein-
forcing portion (115) at least partly overlaps
each other.

2. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of claim
1, wherein said vehicle body structure member com-
prises a lower portion (23; 132) of a shroud (2; 108),
and said extension portion (16; 118) of the bumper
mesh (12; 112) is connected to the lower portion (23;
132) of the shroud (2; 108).

3. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of claim
2, wherein said shroud (2) includes an upper portion
(21), a side portion (22) and the lower portion (23),
and is at least partly made from resin, at the lower
portion (23) of the shroud (2) is provided a heat-ex-
changer support portion (25) that has a section ri-
gidity that is greater than that of any other portion of
the shroud (2), and said lower portion (23) of the
shroud (2), to which the extension portion (16) of the
bumper mesh (12) is connected, is located near the
heat-exchanger support portion (25) of the shroud
(2).

4. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of claim
3, wherein said heat-exchanger support portion (25)
is provided at both side portions of the lower portion
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(23) of the shroud (2), and said extension portion
(16) of the bumper mesh (12) is provided at both
sides of the bumper mesh (12) so as to correspond
to a connection portion to said lower portion (23) of
the shroud (2) near the heat-exchanger support por-
tion (25) of the shroud (2).

5. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of claim
3 or 4, wherein said extension portion (16) of the
bumper mesh (12) is connected to a lower face of
the lower portion (23) of the shroud (2), and at sub-
stantially a central portion of the extension portion
(16) is provided a projection portion (17) that projects
upward from the lower face of the lower portion (23)
of the shroud (2) and extends longitudinally.

6. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of claim
5, wherein at said lower portion (23) of the shroud
(2) is provided at least one protrusion portion (28)
that protrudes substantially forward at a location
above the lower face of the lower portion (23) of the
shroud (2), and said projection portion (17) is con-
nected to a lower face of the protrusion portion (28).

7. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of claim
3, 4, 5 or 6, wherein at both-side portions (16a, 16a)
of said extension portion (16) are provided guide por-
tions (16c, 16c) for assembling that extend obliquely
downward from behind the connection portion (16a)
to the lower portion (23) of the shroud (2).

8. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of any
one or more of the preceding claims, wherein a re-
cess portion (115f1; 115j1) is provided at a rear por-
tion of said bumper face lower reinforcing portion
(115), and said beam portion (136) of the sub frame
(103) is configured to relatively move into the recess
portion (115f1; 115j1) of the bumper face lower re-
inforcing portion (115).

9. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of claim
8, wherein at said recess portion (115f1) is provided
an upright face (115f2) that extends substantially
vertically facing a front end portion of said beam por-
tion (136) of the sub frame (103).

10. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of any
one or more of the preceding claims, wherein said
sub frame body portion (131, 132, 133) includes a
front cross member (132) that is located substantially
behind the beam portion (136) so as to extend in a
vehicle with direction (WD), and said extension por-
tion (116) of the bumper mesh is connected to said
front cross member (132).

11. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of claim
10, wherein said extension portion (116) has a plu-
rality of projection portions (116d...116d) along a ve-

hicle width direction that extend substantially longi-
tudinally.

12. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of any
one or more of the preceding claims, wherein behind
the bumper face (111) is provided a shroud (108)
that includes an upper portion (181), a side portion
(182) and the lower portion (183) and is at least partly
made from resin that preferably has a rigidity that is
greater than that of a material of said bumper mesh
(112), and at the lower portion (183) of the shroud
(108) is provided a forward extension portion (184),
a front end of which extends near said bumper face
lower reinforcing portion (115).

13. The front structure of an automotive vehicle of claim
12, wherein said forward extension portion (184) has
a plurality of ribs (184d, 184e, 184f).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs, das Folgendes
umfasst:

eine Stoßstangenabdeckung (11; 111), die ei-
nen oberen Abschnitt (11 a; 111 a) und einen
unteren Abschnitt (11 b; 111 b) und einen Öff-
nungsabschnitt (13; 113) beinhaltet, der zwi-
schen dem oberen und dem unteren Abschnitt
(11a, 11 b; 111 a, 111 b) gebildet wird;
ein Fahrzeugkarosseriestruktur-Bauteil (23;
132; 183), das im Wesentlichen hinter dem ge-
nannten unteren Abschnitt (11b; 111b) der
Stoßstangenabdeckung (11; 111) bereitgestellt
wird; und
ein Stoßstangengitter (12; 112), das einen Git-
terkörper (14; 114) beinhaltet, der zumindest
teilweise im genannten Öffnungsabschnitt (13;
113) der Stoßstangenabdeckung (11; 111) an-
geordnet ist, einen unteren Verstärkungsab-
schnitt der Stoßstangenabdeckung (15; 115),
der im Inneren des genannten unteren Ab-
schnitts (11 b; 111 b) der Stoßstangenabdek-
kung (11; 111) angeordnet ist und mit einem un-
teren Ende des genannten unteren Abschnitts
(11 b; 111 b) der Stoßstangenabdekkung (11;
111) verbunden ist, und ein Verlängerungsab-
schnitt (16; 116; 118), der im Wesentlichen nach
hinten verläuft von einem unteren Ende des un-
teren Verstärkungsabschnitts der Stoßstangen-
abdeckung (15; 115) und mit dem genannten
Fahrzeugkarosseriestruktur-Bauteil (23; 132;
183) verbunden ist;
gekennzeichnet durch
vordere Seitenrahmen (102, 102), die derart an
beiden Seiten einer Fahrzeugfront bereitgestellt
werden, dass sie in einer Längsrichtung verlau-
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fen, und
einen Hilfsrahmen (103), der einen Hilfsrahmen-
körperabschnitt (131, 132, 133) beinhaltet, der
im Wesentlichen hinter dem unteren Abschnitt
(111 b) der Stoßstangenabdeckung (111) und
im Wesentlichen unter den vorderen Seitenrah-
men (102, 102) bereitgestellt wird, Verlänge-
rungsabschnitte (135, 135), die im Wesentli-
chen nach vorne von den beidseitigen vorderen
Enden des Hilfsrahmenkörperabschnitts (131,
132, 133) verlaufen und eine Steifigkeit aufwei-
sen, die höher ist als die des Stoßstangengitters
(112), und einen Stoßfängerträgerabschnitt
(136), der sich derart hinter dem genannten un-
teren Verstärkungsabschnitt (115) der
Stoßstangenabdeckung befindet, dass er die
Verlängerungsabschnitte (135, 135) miteinan-
der verbindet und vorzugsweise eine Steifigkeit
aufweist, die höher als die des Stoßstangengit-
ters (112) ist, und wobei der genannte Hilfsrah-
men (103) derart angeordnet ist, dass der Stoß-
fängerträgerabschnitt (136) davon und der un-
tere Verstärkungsabschnitt (115) der Stoßstan-
genabdeckung sich zumindest teilweise gegen-
seitig überlappen.

2. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach Anspruch
1, wobei das genannte Fahrzeugkarosseriestruktur-
Bauteil einen unteren Abschnitt (23; 132) einer Ab-
deckung (shroud) (2; 108) umfasst, und wobei der
genannte Verlängerungsabschnitt (16; 118) des
Stoßstangengitters (12; 112) mit dem unteren Ab-
schnitt (23; 132) der Abdeckung (2; 108) verbunden
ist.

3. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach Anspruch
2, wobei die genannte Abdeckung (2) einen oberen
Abschnitt (21), einen seitlichen Abschnitt (22) und
einen unteren Abschnitt (23) umfasst und zumindest
teilweise aus Harz besteht, wobei im unteren Ab-
schnitt (23) der Abdeckung (2) ein Wärmetauscher-
Halterungsabschnitt (25) bereitgestellt wird, der ei-
nen Profilsteifigkeit aufweist, die größer ist als jene
aller anderen Abschnitte der Abdeckung (2), und wo-
bei der genannte untere Abschnitt (23) der Abdek-
kung (2), mit den der Verlängerungsabschnitt (16)
des Stoßstangengitters (12) verbunden ist, in der
Nähe des Wärmetauscher-Halterungsabschnitts
(25) der Abdeckung (2) angeordnet ist.

4. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach Anspruch
3, wobei der genannte Wärmetauscher-Halterungs-
abschnitt (25) an beiden Seiten des unteren Ab-
schnitts (23) der Abdeckung (2) bereitgestellt wird,
und wobei der genannte Verlängerungsabschnitt
(16) des Stoßstangengitters (12) an beiden Seiten
des Stoßstangengitters (12) bereitgestellt wird, so-
dass er einem Verbindungsabschnitt zum genann-

ten unteren Abschnitt (23) der Abdeckung (2) in der
Nähe des Wärmetauscher-Halterungsabschnitts
(25) der Abdeckung (2) entspricht.

5. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach Anspruch
3 oder 4, wobei der genannte Verlängerungsab-
schnitt (16) des Stoßstangengitters (12) mit einer un-
teren Fläche des unteren Abschnitts (23) der Abdek-
kung (2) verbunden ist, und wobei in einem im We-
sentlichen mittleren Abschnitt des Verlängerungs-
abschnitts (16) ein vorstehenden Abschnitt (17) be-
reitgestellt wird, der von der unteren Fläche des un-
teren Abschnitts (23) der Abdeckung (2) nach oben
hin vorsteht und in Längsrichtung verläuft.

6. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach Anspruch
5, wobei im unteren Abschnitt (23) der Abdeckung
(2) mindestens ein Vorsprungsabschnitt (28) bereit-
gestellt wird, der an einer Stelle oberhalb der unteren
Fläche des unteren Abschnitts (23) der Abdeckung
(2) im Wesentlichen nach vorne ragt und wobei der
genannten vorstehende Abschnitt (17) mit einer un-
teren Fläche des Vorsprungsabschnitts (28) verbun-
den ist.

7. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach Anspruch
3, 4, 5 oder 6, wobei bei den beidseitigen Abschnitten
(16a, 16a) des genannten Verlängerungsabschnitts
(16) Führungsabschnitte (16c, 16c) zur Montage be-
reitgestellt werden, die schräg nach unten, ausge-
hend von hinter dem Verbindungsabschnitt (16a)
zum unteren Abschnitt (23) der Abdeckung (2) hin
verlaufen.

8. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach einem
oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wo-
bei ein Vertiefungsabschnitt (115f1; 115j1) bei einem
hinteren Abschnitt des genannten unteren Verstär-
kungsabschnitts (115) der Stoßstangenabdeckung
bereitgestellt wird, und wobei der genannte Stoßfän-
gerträgerabschnitt (136) des Hilfsrahmens (103) da-
zu konfiguriert ist, sich in den Vertiefungsabschnitt
(115f1; 115j1) des unteren Verstärkungsabschnitts
(115) der Stoßstangenabdekkung relativ hinein zu
bewegen.

9. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach Anspruch
8, wobei bei dem genannten Vertiefungsabschnitt
(115f1) eine aufrecht stehende Fläche (115f2) be-
reitgestellt wird, die im Wesentlichen vertikal verläuft
und dabei einem Vorderendabschnitt des genannten
Stoßfängerträgerabschnitts (136) des Hilfsrahmens
(103) gegenübersteht.

10. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach einem
oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wo-
bei der genannte Hilfsrahmenkörperabschnitt (131,
132, 133) einen Frontquerträger (132) umfasst, der
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sich im Wesentlichen hinter dem Stoßfängerträger-
abschnitt (136) befindet, sodass er in einer Breiten-
richtung (WD) des Fahrzeugs verläuft, und wobei
der genannte Verlängerungsabschnitt (116) des
Stoßstangengitters mit dem genannten Frontquer-
träger (132) verbunden ist.

11. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach Anspruch
10, wobei der genannte Verlängerungsabschnitt
(116) entlang einer Breitenrichtung des Fahrzeugs
eine Vielzahl an vorstehenden Abschnitten (116d...
116d) aufweist, die im Wesentlichen längs verlaufen.

12. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach einem
oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wo-
bei hinter der Stoßstangenabdeckung (111) eine Ab-
deckung (108) bereitgestellt wird, die einen oberen
Abschnitt (181), einen seitlichen Abschnitt (182) und
einen unteren Abschnitt (183) umfasst, und zumin-
dest teilweise aus Harz hergestellt ist, das vorzugs-
weise eine Steifigkeit aufweist, die höher ist als die
eine Materials des genannten Stoßstangengitters
(112), und wobei im unteren Abschnitt (183) der Ab-
deckung (108) ein nach vorn gerichteter Verlänge-
rungsabschnitt (184) bereitgestellt wird, bei dem
dessen vorderes Ende in der Nähe des genannten
unteren Verstärkungsabschnitts (115) der Stoßstan-
genabdeckung verläuft.

13. Der Vorderbau eines Kraftfahrzeugs nach Anspruch
12, wobei der genannte nach vorn gerichtete Ver-
längerungsabschnitt (184) eine Vielzahl an Rippen
(184d, 184e, 184f) aufweist.

Revendications

1. Une structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile,
comprenant :

une face de pare-chocs (11 ; 111) comprenant
une portion supérieure (11a ; 111a) et une por-
tion inférieure (11b ; 111b), une portion d’ouver-
ture (13 ; 113) étant constituée entre la portion
supérieure et inférieure (11a, 11b ; 111a,
111b) ;
un élément de structure de carrosserie (23 ;
132 ; 183) prévu essentiellement derrière la dite
portion inférieure (11b ; 111b) de la face de pa-
re-chocs (11 ; 111) ; et
une grille de pare-chocs (12 ; 112) comprenant
un corps de grille (14 ; 114) qui est au moins en
partie situé auprès de la portion d’ouverture (13 ;
113) de la face de pare-chocs (11 ; 111), une
portion inférieure de renforcement (15 ; 115) de
face de pare-chocs, qui est située à l’intérieur
de la dite portion inférieure (11b ; 111b) de la
face de pare-chocs (11 ; 111) et qui est raccor-

dée à une extrémité inférieure de la dite portion
inférieure (11b ; 111b) de la face de pare-chocs
(11 ; 111), et une portion de prolongement (16 ;
116 ; 118), qui s’étend essentiellement vers l’ar-
rière à partir d’une extrémité inférieure de la por-
tion inférieure de renforcement (15 ; 115) de fa-
ce de pare-chocs et qui est raccordée à l’élé-
ment de structure de carrosserie (23 ; 132 ; 183)
nommé ;
caractérisé par
des cadres latéraux antérieurs (102 ; 102) qui
sont prévus des deux côtés d’un front de véhi-
cule de manière à s’étendre dans une direction
longitudinale, et
un sous-cadre (103) qui comprend une portion
de corps de sous-cadre (131 , 132, 133), qui est
prévue essentiellement derrière la portion infé-
rieure (111 b) de la face de pare-chocs (111) et
essentiellement au-dessous des cadres laté-
raux antérieurs (102, 102), des portions de pro-
longement (135, 135), qui s’étendent essentiel-
lement vers l’avant à partir des extrémités fron-
tales des deux côtés de la portion de corps de
sous-cadre (131 , 132, 133) et présentent une
rigidité plus élevée que celle de la grille de pare-
chocs (112), et une portion de poutre (136), qui
est située derrière la dite portion inférieure de
renforcement (115) de face de pare-chocs, de
manière à interconnecter les portions de prolon-
gement (135, 135), et présente de préférence
une rigidité plus élevée que celle de la grille de
pare-chocs (112), et sachant que le dit sous-
cadre (103) est disposé de manière que la por-
tion de poutre (136) de celui-ci et la portion in-
férieure de renforcement (115) de face de pare-
chocs se chevauchent au moins en partie.

2. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après la revendication 1, sachant que le dit élément
de structure de carrosserie comprend une portion
inférieure (23 ; 132) d’une enveloppe (2 ; 108), et
pour laquelle la dite portion de prolongement (16 ;
118) de la grille de pare-chocs (12 ; 112) est raccor-
dée à la portion inférieure (23 ; 132) de l’enveloppe
(2 ; 108).

3. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après la revendication 2, sachant que la dite en-
veloppe (2) comprend une portion supérieure (21),
une partie latérale (22) et une portion inférieure (23)
et sachant qu’elle est au moins en partie fabriquée
en résine, et sachant qu’auprès de la portion infé-
rieure (23) de l’enveloppe (2) est prévue une portion
de support d’échangeur thermique (25) qui présente
une rigidité de section plus élevée que celle de n’im-
porte quelle portion de l’enveloppe (2), et que la dite
portion inférieure (23) de l’enveloppe (2), à laquelle
la portion de prolongement (16) de la grille de pare-
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chocs (12) est raccordée, est située à proximité de
la portion de support d’échangeur thermique (25) de
l’enveloppe (2).

4. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après la revendication 3, sachant que la dite por-
tion de support d’échangeur thermique (25) est pré-
vue auprès des deux portions latérales de la portion
inférieure (23) de l’enveloppe (2), et que la dite por-
tion de prolongement (16) de la grille de pare-chocs
(12) est prévue auprès des deux côtés de la grille
de pare-chocs (12) de manière à correspondre à une
portion de connexion avec la dite portion inférieure
(23) de l’enveloppe (2) à proximité de la portion de
support d’échangeur thermique (25) de l’enveloppe
(2).

5. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après la revendication 3 ou 4, sachant que la dite
portion de prolongement (16) de la grille de pare-
chocs (12) est raccordée à une face inférieure de la
portion inférieure (23) de l’enveloppe (2), et
qu’auprès d’une portion essentiellement centrale de
la portion de prolongement (16) est prévue une por-
tion en saillie (17) qui saille vers le haut à partir de
la face inférieure de la portion inférieure (23) de l’en-
veloppe (2) et s’étend en direction longitudinale.

6. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après la revendication 5, sachant qu’auprès de la
portion inférieure (23) de l’enveloppe (2) est prévue
au moins une portion proéminente (28), qui s’avance
essentiellement en avant dans un endroit au-dessus
de la face inférieure de la portion inférieure (23) de
l’enveloppe (2), et que la dite portion en saillie (17)
est raccordée à une face inférieure de la portion pro-
éminente (28).

7. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après la revendication 3, 4, 5 ou 6, sachant
qu’auprès des portions des deux côtés (16a, 16a)
de la dite portion de prolongement (16) sont prévues
des portions de guidage (16c, 16c) pour l’assembla-
ge, qui s’étendent obliquement vers le bas à partir
de l’arrière de la portion de connexion (16a) jusqu’à
la portion inférieure (23) de l’enveloppe (2).

8. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après une ou plusieurs des revendications précé-
dentes, sachant qu’une portion en retrait (115f1 ;
115j1) est prévue auprès d’une portion arrière de la
dite portion inférieure de renforcement (115) de face
de pare-chocs, et que la dite portion de poutre (136)
du sous-cadre (103) est configurée de manière à se
déplacer relativement dans la portion en retrait
(115f1 ; 115j1) de la portion inférieure de renforce-
ment (115) de face de pare-chocs.

9. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après la revendication 8, sachant qu’auprès de la
dite portion en retrait (115f1) est prévue une face
montante (115f2) qui s’étend essentiellement en di-
rection verticale faisant face à une portion terminale
frontale de la dite portion de poutre (136) du sous-
cadre (103).

10. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après une ou plusieurs des revendications précé-
dentes, sachant que la dite portion de corps de sous-
cadre (131 , 132, 133) comprend un élément frontal
de traverse (132) qui est situé essentiellement der-
rière la portion de poutre (136) de manière à s’éten-
dre dans une direction de largeur de véhicule (WD),
et que la dite portion de prolongement (116) de la
grille de pare-chocs est raccordée au dit élément
frontal de traverse (132).

11. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après la revendication 10, sachant que la dite por-
tion de prolongement (116) présente une pluralité
de portions en saillie (116d...116d) le long d’une di-
rection de largeur de véhicule, qui s’étendent essen-
tiellement en direction longitudinale.

12. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après une ou plusieurs des revendications précé-
dentes, sachant que derrière la face de pare-chocs
(111) est prévue une enveloppe (108) qui comprend
une portion supérieure (181), une portion latérale
(182) et une portion inférieure (183) et qui est fabri-
quée au moins en partie en résine qui présente de
préférence une rigidité plus élevée que celle d’un
matériau de la dite grille de pare-chocs (112), et
qu’auprès d’une portion inférieure (183) de l’enve-
loppe (108) est prévue une portion de prolongement
en avant (184), dont une extrémité frontale s’étend
à proximité de la dite portion inférieure de renforce-
ment (115) de face de pare-chocs.

13. La structure frontale d’un véhicule automobile
d’après la revendication 12, sachant que la dite por-
tion de prolongement en avant (184) présente une
pluralité de nervures (184d, 184e, 184f).
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